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Self-service shipping kiosk
The smartest way to send your packages

SEND ® is a fully automated Self-Service kiosk designed
speciﬁcally for shipping stores, and high-foot traﬃc
locations.
Our solution reduces costs and allows for unprecedented
expansion to new venues with a minimum investment.
SEND ® is also designed to improve customer experience.

Ship a Package
Track a Package
Get a Quote
Shipping History

Cost Reduction

Less labor
intensive

Less errors

Low
maintenance

Easy integration to
new technologies

Improved audits

Better Customer Experience

Less time at store

Millennials
welcome
automatization

24/7 service
potential

Convenient
tracking

Convenient
locations like
supermarkets

Easy integration
with loyalty
programs

Single &
Multi Carrier

Self-Service kiosk industry
best practices:

Enclosed processing board and ports

Our team is experienced in kiosk
development and deployment.

Payment device integrated and certiﬁed

SEND ® meets all current best
practices in the industry.

Downtime monitoring and alerts
Credit card info separated from kiosk SW
Widely available open source framework
Concierge service available
Kiosk very attractive to the clients
Step by Step Instructions
Internet outage alert

Data Sheet:
SELF-SERVICE SHIPPING KIOSK - SD130
This solution oﬀers the same shipping services of a traditional store and it works with
a very low operational cost.

Features
* Small footprint of only ten square feet.
* Installation in less than one hour.
* Weights and measures packages of diﬀerent sizes and shapes using optical cubing
techniques.
* Automatic recognition of envelopes and packages.
* The APP creates, organizes and processes all the shipping information.
* Label printing.
* Multi carrier operation.
* Wide selection of shipping alternatives with smart options including diﬀerent rates
and prices.
* Certiﬁed payment system with debit and credit cards, Apple Pay and Google Pay.
* Instant e-mail update to the sender and the recipient including Ship To, Ship From,
and photo of the package.

Dimensional ranges:
Dimensioning Minimum & Maximum Sizes

Dimensions

Minimum (in) Maximum (in)

Length

4.0

35.0

Width

4.0

20.0

Height

2.6

34.0

Measurement Reference Table: References the largest package size for the height
indicated in the height column

Height (in)

Max Length (in) Max Width (in)

2.6

35.0

20.0

12.0

31.0

17.0

20.0

27.0

14.0

34.0

20.0

9.0

Specifications:
Power requirements: 110 - 240 VAC / 50 - 60 Hz
Humidity: Non-condensing
Operating temperature: 41°F - 5 ºC to 104 °F - 40 ºC
Accuracy: * Regular Objects ± 0,2 inches
* Irregular Objects ± 0,5 inches
Data: Wiﬁ input and output
Shipping Labels: 4x6 roll, 320 labels per roll
Weight Capacity: 0.05 lb. – 150 lb.

Kiosk Dimensions

Dimensions
Length

4.2 ft

Width

2.5 ft

Height

7.5 ft

User Interface
Integrated touchscreen display
App SEND ® for Android and IOS, cloud based

SHIPPING JUST GOT SMARTER

The Perfect Shipping LLC
www.theperfectshipping.com
(786) 265-9418
sales@theperfectshipping.com

MADE IN USA

